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DISSOCIATION RATE OF BROMINE DlATOMICS IN AN ARGON HEAT BATH
by Ronald Razner and David Hopkins
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
The evolution of a collection of 300 K bromine diatomics embedded in a heat bath of
argon atoms at 1800 K was studied by computer. Previously published probability dis-
tributions for energy and angular momentum transfers in classical three-dimensional
collisions were used in conjunction with a newly developed Monte-Carlo scheme to
describe the evolution of internal energy and to compute the dissociation rate for the
diatomic species. Results are compared with experimental shock-tube data of Warshay
and with predictions of other theoretical models. Vibration-rotation coupling in the
diatomic is found to play an important role in energy transfer; and a considerable de-
parture from equilibrium is predicted for the internal energy, which greatly exceeds
that obtained with any of the other theoretical models. Details of,the calculation tech-
nique, which can be used to study other molecular systems of comparable complexity,
are also presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Experimental shock-tube measurements of. dissociation rates for diatomic mole-
cules performed over the last several years have led to extensive discussions regarding
the validity of many theoretical models for chemical rate processes (ref. 1). This re-
port attempts to use the basic principles of classical mechanics to provide an under-
standing of dissociation mechanisms from a microscopic point of view. It also attempts
to provide a method for calculating reaction rates for diatomic systems where direct
measurements are difficult. To accomplish this, a three-dimensional molecular colli-
sion model was constructed for the Brg-Ar system (refs. 2 and 3), for which extensive
measurements are available. This model, which could be used for any atom-diatomic
system with an appropriate change in interaction parameters and reduced masses, is
believed to be realistic in that most of the more common simplifying assumptions used
in various molecular collision theories are absent. Among such simplifications are
assumptions such as collinear collisions, planar motion, impulsive energy transfer
("sudden approximation" and/or hard-sphere models), adiabatic collisions with net
energy transfer only upon dissociation, and the neglect of interactions between energy
modes (such as vibration-rotation coupling in the diatomic). The present calculations
assume that the dissociation mechanism for the diatomic is one involving only collisional
energy transfer between atoms of a heat bath and molecules in the electronic ground
state and that an atom-molecule encounter can be adequately treated from the point of
view of classical mechanics.
Preliminary results with the present collision model (refs. 2 and 3) indicate that
vibration-rotation coupling in the BT^ molecule is very extensive in a heat bath of Ar
atoms at 1800 K and that this coupling is likely to play a significant role in the mech-
anism of atom-diatom energy transfer. Previously published Monte-Carlo calculations
of probability distributions for energy and angular momentum changes per collision
(refs. 2 arid 3) are updated in this report (appendix D) and are used in a new calculation
scheme to extract a dissociation rate for the reaction Brg + Ar — Br + Br + Ar. This is
compared with experimental measurements performed at a Br^'Ar concentration ratio
of 1:99, where temperature and pressure changes caused by the reaction are insignifi-
cant.
In the laboratory the concentration of Brg molecules is monitored as a function of
time, and a plot of InfBrg] versus time yields a curve whose slope gives the dissociation-
rate constant. On the computer a rate constant is determined by a sequence of steps that
starts by randomly selecting molecules with internal energies corresponding to a heat
bath at the preshocked temperature (300 K) and embedding these in a heat bath at the
shocked-gas temperature (1800 K). First, one molecule is selected, embedded in the
1800 K heat bath, and allowed to undergo successive collisions until it dissociates. Then
a second molecule is selected and allowed to undergo the same process, and so on for a
statistical sample of molecules. The fraction of the sample of molecules remaining un-
dissociated after a given number of collisions is then plotted against the number of colli-
sions. The slope of such a plot yields a dissociation-rate constant in terms of the num-
ber of collisions required to dissociate the molecules. This rate constant is finally mul-
tiplied by the mean free time for atom-molecule encounters. The result is a rate con-
stant in terms of time, which can be directly compared with an experimental measure-
ment.
The calculation scheme and the use of single-collision probability distributions are
discussed in detail and compared to other possible Monte-Carlo procedures for extract-
ing a rate which would ordinarily be prohibitive from the standpoint of computer time.
Various features of the evolution of a system of Br« diatomics in a heat bath of Ar atoms
are also considered.
BASIC CONCEPTS
Symbols used in this report are listed in appendix A, together with numerical values
of pertinent physical constants. Unless otherwise stated, all data are presented in
scaled SI units defined therein.
Review of Collision Model
The collision model has been presented previously (refs. 2 and 3) but is reviewed
here for the reader's convenience. The coordinate system is shown in figure 1, where
/— Impact parameter cone
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X3 = -10 A
Figure L - Coordinate system for three-body problem.
B-C represents the diatomic molecule and A the atom. The total Hamiltonian govern-
ing the three-body motion is
: H = H C M + HABC - • • • - - •
where
(1)
with reduced masses given by jigp = mBmc/mBC anc* ^A BC = mAmBC/mABC'
HpM is the kinetic energy of the A-B-C center of mass and is a constant of the mo-
tion. The vector RgC locates particle B relative to particle C, while the vector X
locates the atom relative to the.center of mass of B-C. • .
Interactions are taken to act along lines joining the particles and are given by










Equation (3) is a potential in the form of a sum of Morse functions, which was fitted to
an RKR potential for the Br-Br ground-state interaction (ref. 3, appendix B). This
amounts to using spectroscopic.information for the potential. Equations (4) and (5) are
Lennard-Jones (6-12) potentials representing the atom-molecule interaction. This pair-
wise additivity of forces acting along lines joining particles A, B, and C has pre-
viously been shown to be adequate for present purposes (ref. 3, p. 12).













= R., /|R...  ,
P are momenta conjugate to Rgo and X, respectively, and
are unit vectors. With the coupling constant e set equal to zero, the
equations of motion describe a free atom and free vibrating rotator with any vibration-
rotation interaction that may be present. The source of such interaction, which has
previously been shown to be significant for Brg (refs; 2 and 3), is seen when the internal
energy HB(-, is written as a sum of vibrational and rotational components:
HBC = Hv H
where




with MRp = RBC x PRO- Here H is the energy associated with motion along the bond,
and H is the energy associated with motion perpendicular to the bond. As a free
molecule vibrates, |RBr<| changes. But for a free molecule, HB(-, and |MB^,| are
constants of the motion, so that any increase in |RB£ | must result in a decrease in Hr
and an increase in H . In atom-molecule trajectories, where the molecule is no longer
free, H -H coupling can play a significant role in energy transfer. An example of
the excitation of such coupling in an atom-molecule trajectory with Hr initially set
equal to zero is shown in figure 2, where HA is the relative kinetic energy of the atom
j L
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Figure 2. -Atom-molecule trajectory.
(see also ref. 2, fig. 3; and ref. 3, figs. 4 and 5). In this trajectory a large portion
of the relative translational energy was converted into rotational energy, after which
the coupling between Hy and Hr is a significant factor in the partitioning of internal
energy modes.
This partitioning of the energy HB(-, into Hy and Hr contains all interaction be-
tween energy modes implicitly, where HR£ reduces to a pure vibrational energy as
|MBC | — 0 and to a pure rotational energy as Hy — 0. An illustration of what this
partitioning implies for a concept of "vibrational energy levels" is shown in figure 3,
where H for a constant value of HBQ is sketched at various values of |Mg£ | .
The potential curve Vj for the diatomic is the same regardless of the existence of ro-
tation, whereas vibrational energy levels are not horizontal lines intersecting the
curve V, at classical turning points corresponding to a single value of H (except atl
M. = 0). It has been previously found (refs. 2 and 3) that for Br2 in a heat bath
Bc|2=°. a- "• c)
0 < a < b < c
yc-i
/ | Hv(p-p) = Hvmax - v_ mjn
*BCl0
Figure 3. - Classical visualization of "vibrational energy levels" in vibration-rotation coupling fora
free diatomic B-C, where a fixed internal energy HgQ is partitioned into a sum of instantaneous
vibrational and rotational parts HBC = Hv + Hr.
of AT atoms at 1800 K the amplitude of coupling for a single "level" can commonly
exceed the spacing of successive quantum vibrational levels based on RKR calculations
(zero angular momentum) . The amplitude of coupling H (p-p) = H - H . is
shown in figure 3; and a single "level" refers to classical motion at constant H,,.-,
i ~- i 2and a given value of |
For given initial conditions the equations of motion (in Cartesian coordinates) were
integrated on an IBM 7094 computer. Usually, we employed a variable step-size
routine which uses the principle of conservation of the energy HA RC to choose an
optimum step-size at each time-step interval in the numerical integration (refs. 2
and 3). Energy conservation for a trajectory was required to hold to within a prede-
termined maximum tolerance of 0.1 percent. This tolerance, in turn, determined un-
o o 2 2certainty levels for a trajectory of 0.0001 u for energy and 0.001 m"A v for angular
momentum squared. For some initial conditions, trajectories could not be calculated
with sufficient accuracy by using the variable -step-size routine, whereupon a small
fixed time-step of 0. 25 t was used. In such cases, however, it was convenient to use
the same uncertainty levels for statistical tabulations of energy and angular momentum
changes. The correctness of the two integration methods was verified by checking time-
reversal invariance.
In present calculations, probability distributions were determined for a molecule,
with a given internal energy and angular momentum squared, undergoing changes
(AHg£, A |Mj.£ | J in a single collision with an atom chosen at random from a heat bath
at T« = 1800 K. These were, in turn, used to calculate a dissociation rate by a scheme
that will be described in the subsequent section Calculation of a Dissociation Rate
Constant. To determine probability distributions for (AHg£, A|MJ,£,| ) changes, a
sphere of interaction is first circumscribed about the center of mass of the molecule
(see fig. 1) with a radius such that for larger distances of the atom from the B-C
center of mass, atom trajectories are straight lines to within limits of error in the
ointegration. This radius was determined empirically to be 10 A (refs. 2 and 3). A
collision is then, by definition, a trajectory for the relative A -B-C motion which is
determined while the atom is within this radius of interaction. For each trajectory
the molecular orientation and angular momentum vector for a molecule with specified
~~ 1 2initial values of H x - , and M.., | were randomly distributed over a sphere. An atom
was then placed initially on the sphere of interaction. The magnitude of its relative
momentum |P | was chosen from a Maxwell -Boltzmann flux distribution corresponding
to the heat-bath temperature, while the orientation of this momentum was randomly dis-
tributed over a half sphere. The trajectory was then followed from |x| = 10 A with
|x| <0 to |X| = 10 A with |X| >0, after which the changes ^BC, A|MBC|2) for
that trajectory were noted. If this is repeated many times for a molecule with specified
initial values of Hg^ and |M _| , a statistical distribution of trajectories spanning all
possible collision orientations and impact parameters (from 0 to 10 A) is obtained.
From these trajectories, probability distributions for AHB£ and A|MB(-,| per
collision corresponding to the given initial Hgp and |MR<-,| can be constructed.
Formulas for randomly orienting a molecule and randomly selecting an atom from a
heat bath are derived in references 2 and 3 and are summarized in appendix C .
Two types of trajectories were calculated for the present work: those where the
initial internal energy H^-^i) was small enough so that H, ._. _ was much less than
JD^ V , IllaX
the dissociation energy D . and those where Hn^i) was large enough to bring H
 mn^,G • ' • jjvx • v , max
very close to D (where D is the value of V.. at |Rg/~<| — °°). For trajectories of
the former type (to HB(~,(i) = 0.9 D ), integration of the equations of motion was actually
carried out only if the impact parameter b was less than or equal to a maximum impact
1 ^*parameter defined by b x ^ - l R p p I + 2A /" a, where RRr | is the outer2 max
classical turning point in the vibrational motion that would be reached if H at
|R _,| = |RBC^ I remained unchanged throughput the vibrational period. (A trajectory
was always started with (Rgr; | = |RBC^ I ' See aPPen(Jix C for details.) Trajectories
within the cone defined by b___ (see fig. 1) were called real collisions (RCOL), and
IXLcLA. . • . ' • • • . .
those outside this cone were called null collisions (NCOL). These latter cases, although
not calculated, were nevertheless counted as events for the determination of the distribu-
tions for energy and angular momentum changes in a collision. Trajectories with
b >b were found, by trial, not to contribute significantly, to overall energy and angu-
m a x • * ' " • • _ * . 1 2 '
lar momentum transfers. Hence, they were assigned changes AHBC = o, A|MBC | = 0.
Calculations where Hnr,(i) brings H close to D present a special problemJL)VX V . lllcLA G
in that the molecule can dissociate during, a trajectory. Dissociation was defined as the
instantaneous condition H _„_ > 0.9999 D . This definition corresponds to a finite
v
 9 nidx 6
internuclear separation Rgc — 7-250 A and is" necessitated in a practical calculation
because H ^ D with the corresponding condition |RB-.,|— «> cannot be handled by
the computer. With this definition the maximum internal energy HB<-, max that a free
molecule can have without dissociating was determined to be
H •B C?m a x<0.9999+y|MB C |2 (8)
e
where energies and angular momentum squared are expressed in scaled units and
/ 9 ° 9 9\ ' ' ' ' 'y = 0.0100±0.0001 (m A v )• (ref. 3, eq. (10)). This energy was determined em-
pirically from a series of dummy trajectories (e = 0) as the internal energy above which
I^BC I wovu<* reach 7. 250 A within one vibrational period after the start of a trajectory
calculation and continue increasing indefinitely. This empirical value of y is 2. 2 times
f i- i2 V1 -greater than the value of I 2 ii-or* I^RC I D 1 that would be obtained from the relation
Hnr- ™o^ - 0-9999 D^ + H (eq. (7)). This empirical value may be the result either ofD\^ j miix G . r
vibration-rotation coupling or perhaps of small errors due to a finite step-size when
integrating the equations of motion. At any rate, we felt that for calculation purposes
it was better to use the empirically determined value of y in defining the conditions
that constitute a dissociation. A constant step-size was used to integrate the equations
of motion when the molecule was near dissociation (and also for the condition
HTjr,(i) = 0), while a variable step-size was used for all other cases./ . _ . o\
To determine probability distributions for (AHg,,, A)MB C | Jwith HBC(i) near
H,,^  _,_„, all trajectories were calculated (b = 10 A) because it was found that
13Vrf> . UlcLX ITlcLX
large impact parameters could significantly influence the fraction of dissociation events.
In reference 3, preliminary calculations of this type were reported, where brv,0^ waso ' max
chosen to be 7.966 A. This choice was thought to be adequate at the time, based on cal-
culations for small angular momenta. However, extensive subsequent calculations have
shown an unexpectedly large sensitivity of the fraction of dissociations to angular mo-
mentum and also that the trajectory calculations should be cut off at |x| > 10 A, and
not at |x| > 10 A or H > 0.9999 Dg - whichever occurs first - as was done in refer-
ence 3. Consequently, data in this report pertinent to dissociation should be considered
to supersede corresponding data in reference 3 except that for vibration-rotation coup-
ling (ref. 3, fig. 3), which remains unchanged.
Calculation of a Dissociation-Rate Constant
In the laboratory the rate of the reaction Br2 + Ar — Br + Br + Ar is measured by
monitoring either the rate of disappearance of Br« molecules or the rate of appearance
of Br atoms. The differential equation governing this reaction is
d[BrJ
-_! = -KD[Br2][Ar] (9)
The solution to this equation for times greater than an induction period r is
[Br2] = [BrJ^ exp UKD[Ar](t - r)H (10)
so that a plot of ln([Br0]/ Br0 I against t is a straight line for t > T whose slope\ z ' L *-*Q/
is -tan 5 = KD[Ar], figure 4(a). (The subscripts 0 and T indicate the concentration
at t = 0 and t'= T, respectively.) In shock-tube experiments, rates are extracted from
second slopes in such plots (ref. 4, fig. 3) - where the induction period is usually of too
short a duration to be measured, and where the slope labeled "second slope" in figure 4
is often referred to as an "initial slope. "
On the computer a shock-tube experiment is simulated in the following manner: It
is assumed that when the gas is shocked, the translational temperatures of all species
in the gas mixture instantaneously jump from the preshocked temperature T.. to the
shocked-gas (heat-bath) temperature T2, while at the same instant (defined as time
zero) internal degrees of freedom (vibration and rotation of the molecule) still corre-
spond to conditions at Tj. The latter then undergo a "relaxation" for t > 0, where as
a result of energy transfer from translational to vibrational and rotational modes of
motion, the molecules gain internal energy at the expense of the relative translational
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to dissociate after a number of collisions n. (fig. 4(b)). The time required to disso-
ciate a given molecule is equal to the sum of the durations of all the collisions
(t.. + t2 + . . .) and the product of the total number of collisions by the mean free time
(n.t .) . This assumes that the number of collisions is great enough so that the intervals
between collisions can be adequately represented, on the average, by a mean free time.
oDurations of collisions (~10 scaled t units) are small compared to the mean free time
in present calculations. Thus, to a good approximation the time to dissociation is
simply the product of the number of collisions by the mean free time. If a collection of
such molecules, with internal conditions initially selected at random from a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution at T.. (appendix C) , are now allowed to undergo successive col-
lisions with atoms randomly selected from a heat bath at Tg (one molecule at a time) ,
the result will yield the desired rate constant KD as shown in figure 4(c) .
The conversion of the number of collisions needed for dissociation into time re-
quires a knowledge of the mean free time. This is obtained from the kinetic theory
frequency with which a single bromine molecule is likely to encounter an argon atom
(ref. 5, p. 154):
1 2 87TkT? 1/2
=
 NArffBr Ar. AT £sr9, r
Snf
where NAr is the number of argon atoms per cubic centimeter and aBr Ar, as used
t»
in kinetic theory, would be the separation of centers on impact if Br2 and Ar were hard
spheres. This formula will be valid as long as tmf is much greater than any single
duration of collision. In the present collision model, the atom and molecule are, of
course, not hard spheres; and they interact over a considerable range of distance.
Probability distributions for (AHj,,-,, A|Mg,-,| J as determined from trajectory calcu-
lations represent the probable outcome of an event where an atom encounters a mole-
cule at an impact parameter of 10 A or less. The problem is to interpret the "or less"
part of this statement in terms of time. A value of CTBI> A = 10 A would only yield a
£
frequency with which an atom is likely to graze the periphery of the 10-A sphere of inter-
action but would not represent a frequency with which an atom is likely to have a closer
encounter with the molecule. Thus, a rate constant based on t ,(10 A) would be unrea-
sonably high; so that to convert a collision number for the present model into time, a
value of <7g . is needed which is intermediate between the minimum of b = 0 and
the maximum of b = 10 A. For present purposes we will take <TR . - 3.589 A,
Lt
which is the "effective size" of the molecule estimated from viscosity data (private
communication with Roger A. Svehla, NASA Lewis Research Center). But we include
12
calculations for aBr Ar = 10 A in tabulations of results for comparison.
, " • ' - « . ' ' - -
When equation (11) is used, the slope of the Monte-Carlo plot (fig. 4(c)) becomes
-tan
. . . • • 3 ' •
where the dimensions of the quantities involved are Kn in cm /(mole)(sec),
' ' ' • *-'3 3[Ar] in moles/cm , NAr in molecules/cm , a in cm, p.A B(-, ing/molecule, k in
erg/(K)(molecule), and T in kelvin, with [Ar]/NAr - (l/6.02217xl023)(moles/
molecule). , Thus, :
-tan6' = KD[l/(6.02217xl023)] (l/a|r jAr) (^A,BC/87rkT2) (12)
\ £t I \ /
T2 = 1800 K ^
(4.840xlO"t6)KD for aBr Ar = 10 A
«
(3.758xlO~15)Kn for aRT, A = 3 . 5 8 9 AD £Jr2, r
where -tan 6' has units of collisions'1.
. In addition to the problem of deciding what is a reasonable value for g^,
 A ,
• • DTn, AT
there is a problem associated with the size chosen for the sphere of interaction (10 A in
present calculations). As previously noted, a collision is counted as any event where an
atom enters the sphere of interaction. Hence, the apparent number of collisions needed
to dissociate a molecule is given by ^ (NCOL + RCOL) , which would change if the
radius of the sphere of interaction were changed. Likewise, a change in the radius of
the sphere of interaction will also change the slope of a rate plot. However, from a
knowledge of the distribution of impact parameters, we can determine the effect on a
collision number resulting from a change in the radius of the sphere of interaction. Im-
pact parameters are distributed so that the fraction of events from (b/p) = 0 to (b/p) = z
/•z T 2lzis 2 I (b/p)d(b/p) = [(b/p) J0 , where p is the maximum impact parameter equal to
the radius of the sphere of interaction (ref. 6, p. 4535). Thus, if (b/p) =
(b/p) = 1/2. For p = 10 A, one-half the impact parameters are less than 7.07 At\
and one -half are greater. (In actual trajectory calculations, fractions for (b/p) were
within ±0.01 or better of the required ratio for all impact parameter intervals
13
[0, (b/p) ^ 0.05].) The effect of doubling p would be to increase a total collision count
by a factor of 4, while halving p would divide the total collision count by 4. In this re-
port, slopes of rate plots represent total collision counts based on the 10-A sphere of
interaction. But these slopes and the accompanying rate constants can easily be revised
to correspond to a smaller value of p. Such revision would not be meaningful, how-
ever, for a value of p less than an average b for the molecule, because this
IIlcL/v
would represent a sphere of interaction too small to include all significant internal
energy changes. The minimum value of b corresponds to H,,,-, = 0 and is equalmax0 ^ 0
to 5. 48 A. A reasonable average b for the molecule is about 6 A, which would cutjnax
the total collision count for p = 10 A by a factor of 9/25. This would, in turn, increase
the slopes of rate plots, and likewise the values of KD obtained for a given t ., by a
factor of about 2. 8. (The problem of properly estimating a total collision count should
not be confused with the problem of choosing a value for a* . . These are entirely
separate matters.)
Limitations of a "Direct" Monte-Carlo Calculation
The most direct approach for calculating a rate would be to follow the scheme in
figure 4(b), integrating the equations of motion for each collision for each of the mole-
cules in a Monte-Carlo sample. However, a simple initial estimate shows that the
computer time required to do this is likely to be impractical. For a 99-percent argon,
1-percent bromine mixture at a pressure of 0.0343 atmosphere and a temperature T.
of 300 K, equilibrium shock -tube calculations (ref. 7) indicate that the concentration of
— fiargon at a shocked-gas temperature T2 of 1800 K would be [Ar] = 5. 0143x10"
O -I O o
moles/cm , or NAr = 3.0197x10 atoms/cm . From equation (11) this implies mean
free times t^ of 9. 65X10"11 second for aBr Ar = 10 A and 7. 48xlO"10 second for
ffBr Ar = 3' 589 ^" The exPerimental value for KD (ref. 1) at 1800 K is
£t
KD = 1. 44X109 cm3/(mole)(sec) (13)
which when combined with t, yields the number of collisions required to achieve a
given degree of dissociation x (with n counted from zero, ignoring the induction
period) :
n(x) = - - ») (14)
14
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iCompare t with ref. 4, fig. 3.
Several values of n(x) are listed in table I. According to equation (14) the half-life of
c
Br2 should correspond to at least 1. 28x10 collisions. If it is assumed that about
30 percent of the total collisions are RCOL (refs. 2 and 3), the equations of motion
would consequently have to be integrated at least 3. 8x10 times to dissociate one mole-
cule in a half-life. The amount of computer time required to perform the integration
for a single collision is of the order of 10 seconds, so that 3. 8x10 seconds would be
required to compute the dissociation of one of the molecules in question. However, a
reasonable estimate for a rate would require a sample size of at least 100, and possibly7
more than 1000, so that the total computer time would probably be of the order of 10 to
Q
10 seconds (1/3 to 3 yr) on an IBM 7094. This is completely unreasonable from a cost
and time standpoint, and an alternative to a "direct" Monte-Carlo calculation must be
sought.
Modified Monte-Carlo Calculation Using Single-Collision Probability
Distributions for Energy and Angular Momentum Transfer
As an alternative to integrating the equations of motion for each collision of each
molecule whose dissociation is to be simulated, the following scheme was used:
15
0<b<bmax 0<b<10
BC, max = 0.9999 + 0.0100 |MBC|2
Figure 5. - Initial molecule conditions for which (AHo^, A|MB{;pj probability distributions were determined and
used in Br2-Ar rate calculation at heat-bath temperature T2 of 1800 K.
(1) Select a number of initial molecule conditions (HB£,(i), |MB(-,| :(i)j that are
representative of undissociated molecules. In this work, 30 sets of initial conditions
were chosen, as shown in figure 5.
(2) Simulate a large number of collisions for each set of initial conditions. (The
molecule is returned to the initial conditions before each collision.) A simulation cor-
responds to an integration of the equations of motion for each collision. In this work,
1000 or more trajectories (RCOL) were calculated for each of the 30 sets of initial con-
ditions shown in figure 5.
(3) From the results of 2 construct a two-variable distribution function F. for all
changes AH, A|MBQ| ) for each set of initial molecule conditions. Then simulation
16
by integration of the equations of motion can be replaced by randomly selecting a pair
( AHB(-,, A |MBQ | j from the F/s. The F/s are defined in such a way that the set of
BC' A|MB^| J obtained from many- evaluations of F. has a distribution close to the
corresponding set of (^HB(-,, A |MB£ J j obtained by integrating the equations of motion.
(4) A random collision of a molecule with arbitrary initial conditions may now be
simulated by the interpolation method discussed in appendix B. The results of a colli-
sion involving a molecule at arbitrary initial conditions are obtained by interpolation be-
tween molecules at the set of 30 fixed initial conditions. Such interpolation will simulate
Q
a collision in about 10 second, instead of the 10 seconds it takes to calculate a trajec-
tory by integrating the equations of motion. Thus, the time necessary for the calculation
of a dissociation is down to a reasonable value . • • - ' : ; ;
The set (AHB£, A |MB£ | ) obtained for a given set of initial molecule conditions,
(HBC(i), |MB(-,| (i)j, defines points that lie on a hyper surf ace in (HB(-,(i), |MB(-,| (i),
i
IMBC
\/ space. A choice of AH will define a cut on that hyper surface on
which lie all the A |MR~, | changes that can accompany the chosen value of AHB£.
Conversely, a choice of A |MRp | will define a cut on which lie all AH changes
that can accompany the chosen value of A|MB(~,| . Changes AHB(-, are not independent
of A I M,,,-, I , and conversely (ref. 3, p. 131. That is, for a given probable value of
i - » 1 2 ' • ' . . . ' .AHRp, all A|MRp| changes are not probable. The problem is to approximate the
( _ i 2\ •AHBC' ^ IMBC I / nyPersurface from the finite set of points obtained from trajectory
calculations. Since it would not be economically feasible to do sufficient calculations
to accurately determine a A |M | cut for each AH, (and conversely), we have
made the following approximations: All AH and A|MBQ| changes were grouped
according to orders of magnitude. Then the functions Fi were constructed so that a
given order of magnitude for AHnr, will locate only probable orders of magnitude for
i •* 1 2 i — 1 2A M,.,.-, . Once an order of magnitude for A M^^, has been chosen, we have then1
 BU ' _, o "^
assumed that a specific value for A |MB(-, | can be chosen from a cumulative distri-
bution for all the A | MBQ | changes in that order of magnitude that occurred in the set
(AHB>-,, A |MBQ | j - not just those A |MB£ | accompanying the given order of mag-
nitude for AH_._. We have constructed the functions F. such that the selection of a&{s i
pair (AHBC, A |MB£ | ) is a three-step process involving (1) selection of a specific
value for AHB^ from a cumulative distribution for all AHB(-. changes; (2) use of the
order of magnitude of AHB(-, to select an order of magnitude for A | MB(-, | from a
conditional distribution for orders of magnitude of A |MB(-, | ; (3) selection of a specific
value for A |MB(-, | from a cumulative distribution for all A )MB(^ | changes in the
17
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chosen order of magnitude. The adequacy of these approximations was checked by a
procedure outlined in the following section. In this work we have used only the scheme
of first selecting AHg^, and then working to A|MB(-,| , although it should be possible
to reverse the process by constructing alternate functions F. with the roles of AH,,,-,
i -*• 12
and A |MB(-, | interchanged. Although performing calculations by each of these al-
ternate paths would provide the best check of the calculation scheme, time limitations
did not permit this to be done.
Construction and Use of Functions Fj
An example of a function F. in tabular form, which was constructed for initial
conditions (HBC(i) = 0.1 DS, |MBC | (i) = O.Ol) , is given in table II. Similar tabula-
tions for each of the 30 sets of initial conditions (fig. 5) are included in appendix F.
(In these tabulations, energy changes are given in scaled energy units, not in fractions
I ~* 12M-3_ | is also in scaled units; and exponents on numbers are written so
that, for example, the number +0.0040 would correspond to +0.40 E-02.) In table II
the first two columns on the left represent a cumulative distribution for AHB(-, changes
that occurred in trajectory calculations. These changes can be divided into three kinds:
losses where AHBC < -0.0001 u, nulls where -0.0001 u < AHBC < +0.0001 u, and
gains where AH > +0.0001 u (where 0.0001 u is the uncertainty level for energy
changes). Losses and gains are decade subdivided in the "DELHBC" column, while
nulls are grouped together and assigned a change 0 in this column. The random number
interval [0,1] is then subdivided in the "ZH" column in direct proportion to the number
of events in each corresponding DELHBC subinterval that occurred in trajectory calcu-
lations. Linear interpolation for AHB(-, is used within each subinterval. The interval
0 < ZH < 0.0280 represents the fraction ^(RCOL losses)/£ (RCOL + NCOL) =
(0.0280 - 0) = 0.0280; the interval 0.0281 < ZH < 0.7704 represents the fraction
£(NCOL + RCOL nulls)/£(RCOL + NCOL) = (0.7704 - 0.0280) = 0.7424; and the
interval 0.7705 s ZH < 1.0000 represents the fraction ^(RCOL gains)/£(RCOL
+ NCOL) = (1 - 0. 7704) = 0. 2296 (see also table VI, appendix D). (A jump of 0.0001 in
ZH is used at the boundaries between losses-nulls and nulls-gains to avoid the possi-
bility that a given random number might be assigned to two different AHB£ changes.)
This scheme does not distinguish between a RCOL null, for which AHBC was within
the uncertainty level, and NCOL, for which trajectories were not actually calculated.
The three center columns in table II represent a conditional distribution for the
magnitudes of A |MB£ | that accompany a given magnitude of AHg • they account for
the fact that AHg^, and A |MB(-, | cannot be treated independently. In the table, each
order of magnitude for either AH or A|MB(-,| is labeled a "range." Thus, for
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range of -E-01 only A|Mg£,| changes in the range +E -01. occurred in tra-
jectory calculations; for a AHg^, range of -E-02, A|MB(-,| ranges of -E-02, 0,
+E-02, +E-01, +E 00, +E+01 occurred, and so on. As with energy, A|MRp| changes
of 0 represent both RCOL for which -0.001 < A |MBC |2 < +0.001, where 0.001 m2A2v2
is the uncertainty level for angular momentum squared, and NCOL. For each AH
range the random number interval [0, 1] is subdivided in proportion to the number of
A |MB£ | changes in a given range that accompanied the stated AH range in tra-
jectory calculations. In the "ZHM" column a number n« corresponds to the upper
limit in an interval r^ < ZHM ^  n^. For example, for. the "DELHBC RANGE" of
-E-02, the number 0.0435 corresponds to 0 < ZHM < 0.0435, the number 0. 1304 cor-
responds to 0. 0435 < ZHM < 0. 1304, and so on.
The last three columns in table n represent cumulative distributions for each non-
zero A |M | range. All A JM,.-, | changes of a given range that occurred in tra-
jectory calculations are decade subdivided in the "DELMBC2" column and are propor-
tioned according to the number of occurrences in the "ZM" column. These distributions
i — 1 2
are used to interpolate for A |MBp | within a given range, with linear interpolation
being used between "DELMBC2" subintervals.
To simulate a collision using the F., .three random numbers ZH, ZHM, and ZM
are chosen. The ZH assigns a definite value for a AH,,-, change and also defines a
' - -*• O '-Dv/
range. The ZHM then assigns a A|Mg£,| range for the collision. If the
A |MB/-, | range assigned is 0, then A |Mg£ | = 0 is assigned for an angular momen-
tum change, and the simulation is completed. If the A |M, | range assigned is other
than zero, then the ZM is used to assign a definite A |MB(-, | change in the required
range .
To test the adequacy of the interpolation scheme and the random number mappings,
single collision probability distributions were regenerated by randomly choosing values
of AH,,,-, and AlM^,-,! for successive molecules, each with initial conditions cor -
/ i •=•• 1 2\
responding exactly to one of the distributions in figure 5. The (AHg^,, A |Mg£ | J
changes for a sample of 1000 such molecules were found to be distributed in the same
way as the results for the original trajectory calculations (from which the F. were
derived) to better than 1 percent. (That is, the fraction of total events within the un-
certainty level and the fractions of gains or losses of a given magnitude or greater
matched corresponding fractions for the original trajectory calculations - as given in
appendix D - to better than 0.01 for a given fraction.) This verifies that the use of ran-
dom number mappings, together with the interpolation scheme, can assign random( -•• ' 1 9 \ " 'AHg£, A|Mg£ | } changes to a molecule, such that after many applications of this
procedure the distributions of such changes would not differ substantially from statis-
20
tical results to be expected if the equations of motion were being integrated for every
collision.
RESULTS
Summary of Characteristics of Single-Collision Probability Distributions
Probability distributions for energy and angular momentum changes per collision,
as calculated by the present model (appendix D), have previously been compared for
consistency with results that would be expected from other physical theories, such as .
rigid rotator collision models, equilibrium statistical mechanics, and thermodynamics
(ref. 3, pp. 17-18). Such comparisons provide an evaluation of the usefulness of cal-
culations based on the probability distributions. For example, it was found that the
combination of initial conditions and heat -bath temperature (T0 ^ 1800 K) that would
— 2 "
result in a gains-losses balance for A |MB(-, | (per collision) in the vibrating -rotator
corresponded moderately well to (Hr } = kT2 =' (|MBp I //^BC IRBC I ' In this ex~
1pression, (H > is the mean internal energy for a rigid rotator (-s-kT Per degree of
freedom) with HD/-. taken as the average internuclear separation for the vibrating -
rotator under the specified conditions, and (|MBC | \ is the average angular momentum
squared at equilibrium for the rigid rotator (ref. 3, p. 17 and table VIII). In another
comparison it was found that a combination of initial conditions and heat -bath tempera-
ture, (HB£,(i), |MB(-, | (i), TgY that would lead to a simultaneous gains-losses balance
for both AHB(-, and A MB(-, | (per collision) could be obtained if the internal energy
and heat-bath temperature were related by .HBC(i) = (3/2)kT2 (ref. 3, pp. 17-18).
These comparisons were carried out only for cases where H,,^ !) « ,X , max
equation (8) . At the time reference 3 was written, only preliminary results for the
molecule near dissociation were available. Extensive studies in this region have since
been completed and are summarized in figure 6. Each point in the plot represents the
fraction of events where molecules were dissociated in one trajectory in calculations
for probability distributions at HB£,(i) = 0.999 Hg£ max. This plot shows that the
probability of dissociating a molecule - with initial conditions such that the outer classi-
cal turning point in the vibrational motion is always within 99.9 percent of the com-
puter definition of dissociation - is: a sensitive function of the initial angular momentum
of the molecule. Beyond |MB(-,| (i) = 9, the fraction of dissociations drops off sharply.
This value of |MB(~,| (i) corresponds approximately to the point where the magnitude of
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Figure 6. - Probability of dissociating a B^ molecule in a single collision with Ar atoms in a heat bath at 1800 K as a
function of initial Br2 angular momentum. The B^ molecule has an initial energy HBQ such that the outer
classical turning point is within 99.9 percent of the computer definition of dissociation. Because of vibration-
rotation coupling, the inner classical turning point for the initially free molecule will be less than 99.9 percent
of Hv max, except for zero angular momentum.
molecule at |RB(~. | = |RB(-,(e) | would equal the magnitude of the peak atom velocity at
T = 1800 K (table HI). From equation (7), we can deduce that the rate of conversion
of H into H (and conversely) due to -H coupling is a maximum whenever
is a maximum. Since this maximum in |Rg/-. occurs as |RRp | passes through
) | , the observed drop in the fraction of dissociations might indicate an increased
difficulty in converting translational energy into Hr - and through coupling into H -
when the circular velocity of the Br particles at (Rg/-. | = |RBp(e) I exceeds the Peak
atom velocity .
Reference 3 compares dissociation events accompanied by a gain or loss in
|MBC| , based on preliminary calculations near HBC max (ref. 3, p. 15 and fig. 7).
Data for updating this comparison are included in appendix D, table VII, in a column
2giving the ratio of dissociation events with
|2
MBC1 loss to dissociation events with
gain. The basic conclusions remain the same as those given in reference 3.
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TABLE HI. - COMPARISON OF PEAK ATOM VELOCITY WITH CIRCULAR
VELOCITY (LENGTH OF ARC PER UNIT TIME) OF Br PARTICLES
IN ROTATING Br2 MOLECULE
Peak of Maxwell-Boltzmann flux distribution for atom at heat-bath temper-
K:
kT = 0.0248497 u= 1/2 fiA RP |f '"
ature T2 of 1800 
where
X
 k = 0.0096776 A/t unit
Square of angular velocity of Br2 in plane of rotation (ref. 3, p. 32):
Length of arc per unit time traversed by Br particles:
Radians/t unit 1^1 . n ' BC ' _ !_ i^ i IR




Length of arc per unit time traversed by Br particles,
1/2 |i | |Rgp |, at location of particle B relative
to particle C, |5BC |, of -







































Initial Stage in Evolution of Internal Energy
The initial stage in the evolution of a sample of 10 000 molecules, with internal
energies distributed at time zero as a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at T^ - 300 K
(appendix C) was followed for 200 collisions. The purpose.was to determine if an initial
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of molecules would evolve as a series of such distribu-
tions corresponding to higher and higher temperatures. This has been shown to be the
case for a gas of harmonic oscillators (refs. 8 and 9) - with no vibration-rotation
coupling and where rotational degrees of freedom are in equilibrium with the heat bath.
But it has not been previously demonstrated for a system of the complication considered
herein (anharmonic vibrating rotators with significant vibration-rotation interaction, and
without "rotational equilibrium" throughout the relaxation being assumed).
A detailed computer tabulation of the results is given in appendix E. The average
system energy and angular momentum squared for the undissociated portion of the sam-
ple are plotted in figure 7. (After 200 collisions, 99. 50 percent of the original sample
is undissociated.) From this figure it is seen that the system of diatomics undergoes
an initial transient characterized by relatively large changes in the average internal
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Figure 7. - Initial stage of evolution of 300 K Br2 diatomics in Ar heat path at 1800 K: average energy and angular
momentum squared for sample of 10 000 molecules after n collisions.
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lisions, after which the evolution of the system of diatomics is more gradual. The
average internal energy changes on about the same time scale as the average angular
momentum squared, reflecting the fact that significant internal energy changes are
usually accompanied by significant angular momentum changes (ref. 3, pp. 16-17).
From the distribution of energies for the 10 000 molecules after each has experi-
enced n collisions (appendix E), we can decipher how the system of diatomics evolves
and, in particular, answer the question of whether a system which starts out with a
Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution maintains a Maxwell-Boltzmann character as
it evolves. We do this by calculating the Maxwell-Boltzmann temperature T,,g cor-
responding to a given fraction 'of the total sample of molecules that have energies of
HBC or Sreater:
and by ascertaining whether a single value of TMB can be obtained after n collisions
regardless of the integral lower limit Hgp. For equation (15) [f]jr _Q = 1, where the
BC
brackets indicate the value of the integral between the specified limits. For molecules
initially selected to correspond to T.. = T^g = 300 K at time zero (see appendix C), the
required fractions for successive energy ranges at 300 K are [f]^ Q.. = 0.18475,
[f]g
 02 = 0.02171, and [ f JQ Q3 = 0.00231, where HBC is expressed in scaled units.
By referring to appendix E, we find that, out of a sample of 10 000 randomly selected
molecules at T^ = 300 K, 1865 molecules had energies of 0. 01 u or greater (301. 4 K),
217 had energies of 0. 02 u or greater, and 23 had energies of 0.03 u or greater, which
corresponds closely to the required starting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
As the sample evolved, fractions of the sample with internal energies at a given
level or greater after n collisions were substituted into equation (15), and the result
was solved for T,»g. If the sample were actually distributed according to a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution, the same value of T,,g after n collisions would be obtained
regardless of the energy interval used in solving for T,jg. Values of T^g after each
collision to n = 70 were determined from the tabulations in appendix E for energy in-
tervals corresponding to integral lower limits (eq. (15)) of Hgp = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03,
0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, and 0.08. The results are shown in figure 8. (The curve for
Hgp = 0. 01 was taken only to n - 46 because values of T,,g cannot be accurately
evaluated for fractions of the total sample greater than 0.9. For such fractions a small
o
portion of the total sample represents a TMB range from ~10 K to infinity.) With a
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Figures. - Maxwell-Boltzmann temperatures TMB corresponding to internal
energy distributions of Br? after n collisions for 10000 Br2 diatomics
initially at 300 K embeddedin Ar heat bath at 1800 K.
tributions in the ranges Hg^ S: 0.01 to HB~. > 0.08, usually to within three significant
digits below 1000 K and four digits above 1000 K, with a maximum uncertainty of 10 to
20 K attributable to randomness in the Monte-Carlo process. Figure 8 shows that, after
the first collision (n = 1), the system that started out as a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion deviates from such distribution to an extent well beyond the uncertainty in the calcu-
lations. As the system relaxes, the T^^g curves for the various energy intervals con-
verge and cross. After about 29 collisions the system of diatomics evolves to the point
where values of ^yro for each curve are about equal to the heat-bath temperature.
After 29 collisions and in the vicinity of 29 collisions, the system is instantaneously
distributed like - and also evolves very much like - a true Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion. This is shown in figure 9, where the sample distributions after 29 collisions and
after 200 collisions are compared with Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions at several tem-
peratures. The point where the Maxwell-Boltzmann character is most closely approxi-
mated does not occur exactly at the heat-bath temperature, however, but at a tempera-
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Figure 9. - Comparison of energy distribution for undissociated molecules in
10 000-molecule sample with required energy distributions for three-
dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions.
bath temperature by roughly 100 K in this respect. As the system of diatomics evolves
further toward dissociation, values of T^jg are considerably in excess of T2, and the
energy distribution again deviates strongly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann character. The
spread in TMB for the energy ranges HBC > 0.02 u to HBC > 0.08 u is 299 K after
70 collisions and 700 K after 200 collisions. Thus, we conclude that a system of
vibrating rotators with internal energies initially distributed as a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, when embedded in a heat bath of inert gas atoms whose energies are also
distributed as a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, will noj; evolve as a series of Maxwell-
Boltzmann distributions at successively increasing values of Tj^g, except instantane-
ously as Tj^g passes through the heat -bath temperature. Hence, the system cannot be


































Induction period, 96 collisions
Second slope, 4.22x10 -'collisions
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Figure 11. - Initial stage in dissociation of 10 000 Br2 diatomics at preshocked-gas temperature Tj of 300 K in Ar
heat bath at shocked-gas temperature 1^ of 1800 K.
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From these results it is seen that a molecule very commonly dissociates as soon as the
internal energy reaches Dg, or shortly thereafter, but that a significant fraction of the
molecules require many more collisions for dissociation.
Since there are many published theories of energy transfer and rate processes for
diatomics that ignore rotation and vibration-rotation coupling, a special calculation was
performed which attempts to evaluate the importance of these factors in the dissociation
process. For this purpose a sample of 10 000 molecules, randomly selected at
T. = 300 K, were allowed to undergo successive collisions to dissociation using only the1 . _ . 0 i — i o
five probability distributions in figure 5 for which |MBC | (i) = 0. The value of |MBC |
was set equal to zero after each collision, although |MRr | was not really zero during
flimiting slope, 1.51x10"^  collisions'1;
\induction period, 171 collisions
Slope at half-life, 9.70xl(T3 collisions'1
induction period, 137 collisions; half-
life, 206 collisions
200 300 400 500
Number of collisions, n
700
Figure 12. - Dissociation of 10 000 Br2 diatomics with angular momentum defined
to be zero with preshocked-gas temperature Tj of 300 K in Ar heat bath at
shocked-gas temperature T2 of 1800 K.
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a trajectory, and the assumption was made that dissociation would occur when
HBC = 0.9999 Dg. Compared to collinear collision theories, this should correspond to
the next more complicated collision model, where now the molecule is randomly oriented
before, each collision but the internal energy is still equated to the vibrational energy. A
computer tabulation of the results is included in appendix E, and the resulting rate plot
is shown in figure 12. Here the half -life is two orders of magnitude shorter than when
angular momentum is included, being of the same order as the induction period. Thus,
we conclude that including the influences of angular momentum and vibration-rotation
coupling has a significant effect on the dissociation rate for the present system. On the
other hand, a comparison of figures 11 and 12 indicates that the induction period is prob-
ably not as sensitive as the rate constant to the effects of rotation and vibration-rotation
coupling, since the variation in r is only 96 to 171.
Table V gives a summary of dissociation rates obtained from the slopes of figures 10
to 12 and by the use of equation (12) and compares these with the experimental rate given
by equation (13) . From this comparison it appears that calculations based on the present
collision model, which assumes dissociation from the ground electronic state and classi-
cal motion, at best yield a rate 7.8 times greater than the published experimental rate
o
at Tg = 1800 K when the influence of rotation is included and a rate ~10 times greater
when angular momentum is ignored. The values of K. in table V are based on total
TABLE V. - SUMMARY OF MONTE-CARLO DISSOCIATION RATES
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aWhere KD is the specific rate constant for dissociation.
^Vhere T. . is the preshocked-gas -temperature.
r i — 12Where |MB(-,| is angular momentum squared.
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collision counts for p = 10 A. If these were revised to a smaller value of p = 6 A (see
section on calculation of a dissociation rate),- the values of KD would be revised upward
by a factor of 2.8. ; . .
DISCUSSION OF PRESENT MODEL IN RELATION TO THEORETICAL
PRINCIPLES AND EXPERIMENT
In a recent paper War shay compares the predictions of several models of rate pro-
cesses to his experimental shock-tube measurements for the Br0 dissociation in the
• - & . •
presence of Ar, where the initial BroiAr concentration ratio was 1:99 (ref. 1, fig. 2).
These predictions are the dissociation models of Nielsen and Bak (ref. 10), Light
(ref. 11), and Keck and Carrier (ref. 12) and the .recombination models of Bunker and
Davidson (ref. 13) and Benson, Fueno, and Berend (refs. 14 and 15). The assumption
of microscopic reversibility permitted a conversion of recombination rates into disso-
ciation rates by use of the equilibrium constant. In this section we will reflect on the
results of the present work, and in a following discussion section we will compare our
collision model and its results with some of these other theories.
As with all the other models in Warshay's comparison, it appears that the present
model will predict a rate constant significantly higher than that of experiment. Conse-
quently, either an error exists in the interpretation of the experimental data, or the
present model for rate processes involves an energy transfer mechanism that is too
efficient for the Br0-Ar system.
& ••' • „
The half-life of 4570 collisions (total collision count for p = 10 A), predicted by the
present model for Br2 molecules at a heat-bath temperature of 1800 K, is equivalent to
times of 0.44 and 3.4 microseconds (counted from t = 0) on the basis of the kinetic
theory mean free time (eq. (11)) for crBr Ar of 10 and 3. 589 A, respectively. On the
other hand, the experimental measurements for Br^ concentration at 1827 K (ref. 4,
fig. 3) can be plotted on a time scale of approximately 10 to 10 microseconds. The
photomultiplier system used in these shock-tube measurements is quoted as having a
"rate response" of 0.7 microsecond (ref. 16, p. 8). Our calculated half-life is thus
close to the time constant for the electronic circuitry used in the experiments. Conse-
quently, a dissociation rate as high as the one calculated could not be measured with that
equipment.
A full test of the present model cannot be made with just one rate constant at one
heat-bath temperature but would require at least two and possibly three heat-bath tem-
peratures, as well as rates using other inert gases besides argon. For a given third
body an Arrhenius plot of In KD against 1 /T2 should show a temperature dependence
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compatible with experiment, and at a given heat-bath temperature the experimental re-
sults indicate that KD should be insensitive to the inert-gas species (ref. 1, fig. 3).
If we accept the interpretation of the experimental measurements as correct, we
must then search for possible inadequacies in the collision model. An assessment of
the effect of errors in the interaction potential (eqs. (4) and (5)) indicates that rather
large errors in the potential constants should produce only minor effects on trajectories
(ref. 2, footnote 21; ref. 3, pp. 11-12) except at heat-bath temperatures well below
1000 K, where T2 » e/k. In addition, probability distributions for (AHBC, A |MBC |2)
have been shown to be both smoothly and slowly varying functions of heat-bath tempera-
ture above T2 = 1000 K (ref. 3, p. 15). The largest effect on individual probability
distributions for AH and A |Mg/-, | occurs when a change is made in the third body.
An example of the change resulting in a single AH probability distribution when
helium is substituted for argon as the third body is shown in figure 13 (with potential
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Figure 13. - Probability distributions for internal energy changes AHg
per collision at shoclced-gas temperature^of 1800 K for set of initial
molecule conditions (HBC(i) = 0.5 De, (Mgcpi) • 0.1), with Ar and
He as third bodies.
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are the same in both cases, the major change being in the relative population of energy
increases. (Distributions for large IM,,,-,! (i) will show similar "gains" profiles but
/ ~* 12\changed "losses" profiles.) An assessment of the sensitivities of (AHg^,, A M-g^, | j
probability distributions to errors in potential constants, to heat-bath temperature, and
to a change in the third body indicates that only the last of these is likely to lead to sig-
nificant changes in probability distributions. It does not appear that sampling errors
for initial atom energies could be serious enough to account for the discrepancy be-
tween theory and experiment. We also believe that the same is true for uncertainties
in the values used for the potential constants.
If both the interpretation of experimental measurements and the collision model
are basically correct, and if probable errors in the potential will not account for the
discrepancy between the calculated and experimental rate constants, then a stabiliza-
tion mechanism that will increase the average number of collisions to dissociation must
be sought within the molecule itself. One idea that was investigated was that the
assumption of dissociation involving only the ^ ground state of Brg may be wrong.
V o
Bromine has an excited electronic state JJ1 / * which, like the ground state, is/o \ 1W
formed from two ground-state Br(T>.} /0) atoms, with both potentials coinciding at
,-k , \ «V^/large |RRpl • Consequently, the question arises whether an almost dissociated mole-
o
cule could cross over to the JT/ * state during a collision (i.e., when the atom is
within the sphere of interaction), and then the free molecule lose energy by radiation
back to the ground state before it encounters another atom (a transition which is allowed).
Emission between the excited and ground electronic states of Brg in the presence of
argon has been studied in shock-tube experiments by Palmer (ref. 17) and at low pres-
sure by Clyne and Coxon (ref. 18). These transitions give rise to an emission spectrum
in the red to infrared. Such radiation mechanism, if it could occur efficiently, would
stabilize the diatomics and hence decrease the probability that a ground-state molecule
near dissociation would actually dissociate. Upon further investigation, however, such
a process was discounted as a possible stabilization mechanism for the reason that the
radiative lifetimes of these excited states (under the experimental conditions) are many
_Q «J
times that of t^ (~10~ sec). Hence, even if a molecule were to enter the TTif \
state, it would probably be dissociated by further collisions long before it could radiate.
On the other hand, a stabilization mechanism by radiation that would lower K~ by an or-
der of magnitude would require a radiative lifetime less than or of the order of t ..
We thus arrive at the conclusion that a stabilization mechanism for the diatomics
must be sought within the ^ + ground state itself. From what has already been ruled
out, it appears that a remaining possibility is that the classical vibration-rotation coup-
ling provides an energy transfer mechanism that is too efficient. It was originally
thought that Br2 might provide an optimum system where classical mechanics would be
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applicable to the internal energy modes of the molecule, because of the fact that the
Y^+ ground state consists of a large number of closely spaced vibrational levels (refs.
2 and 3). It now appears that such a criterion for. the strict applicability of classical
mechanics may not be entirely accurate. As a tentative hypothesis, a semiclassical-
theory where vibration and rotation are allowed to couple only in energy increments that
could lead to ^quantum jumps" in vibrational energy might be considered, with per-
mitted vibrational energies distributed in a level structure.like that of a quantum mech-
anical anharominc oscillator. If such level structure for the molecule could be incor-
porated into the theory, it may provide a needed stabilization mechanism without the .
necessity of either assuming that vibration-rotation coupling does not exist or that colli-
sion orientations are unr.ealistically restricted (as, e.g., in collinear collision theories).
An assessment of the practicality of such a scheme, however, must await the outcome of
further research. . .
DISCUSSION OF RELATED WORK AND THEORETICAL CONCEPTS ,
We will now compare our collision model and its results with several other collision
theories. In these discussions we will not consider the recombination theories in
Warshay's comparison (refs. 13 to 15) since, despite some approximate physical argu-
ments to the contrary, there are questions regarding the validity of the often assumed
equilibrium constant relation between dissociation and recombination rates (ref. 19) that
have so far not been satisfactorily answered. . :
Comparison of Present Model with Other Theories
Of the three dissociation models that Warshay compared with his experiments
(ref. 1), that of Keck and Carrier (ref. 12) comes closest to the present model with re-
gard to the factors it attempts to take into account. Theirs is a master-equation ap-
proach to a "diffusion theory" where a system of oscillators is allowed to. undergo vi-
brational relaxation in a heat bath of inert-gas atoms and the coupled vibration, dissocia-
tion, and recombination is studied. Their definition of conditions at time zero differs
from ours in that they assume equilibrium in translational and rotational degrees of free-
dom. (This should not be of consequence for a rate calculation if vibration-rotation coup-
ling is not severe, but it could make a difference in a description of the initial stage of a
system evolution.) In the dissociation process they treat the total internal energy of the
molecule as a coordinate, where diffusion takes place with respect to the total internal
energy required to dissociate a molecule with a given angular momentum. As these
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authors recognize, however, this does not adequately treat the problem of the influence
of rotation (and> of course, vibration-rotation interaction) in the relaxation process
(ref. 20, p. 1895). A graphical extrapolation of the Arrhenius plot in figure 2 of refer-
ence 1 for the Keck and Carrier theory to the heat-bath temperature 1800 K gives a
value for Kp nearly identical to that obtained in the present calculation from the
limiting slope for the sample of 100 molecules with <TB . = 3.589 A (table V). Of
Ct
all the theories in Warshay's comparison, the Keek-Carrier theory also predicts no
variation in K^ with a change in the third body and, hence, comes the closest to exper-
iment in that regard.
The present dissociation model is somewhat similar to the Keck and Carrier theory,
except that no type of master equation is assumed for the system evolution. The evolu-
tion process is instead a natural outcome of a Monte-Carlo interpolation scheme. We
start out with the basic microscopic concept of an atom-molecule collision, with random
orientation and the atoms picked at random from a heat bath, and build up a model for
the macroscopic system as it evolves in time by Monte-Carlo averaging. Our model is
more complicated, however, in that it does not insert any restriction on the internal
motion of the molecule, other than that it is classical and of pairwise additivity of atom-
molecule forces. Hence, the present model takes full account of the influence of both
vibration arid rotation in the relaxation process.
The Keck and Carrier theory predicts some nonequilibrium in the population of upper
vibrational levels of the'molecules due to effects of dissociation and recombination.
(See, e.g., ref. 21, p. 2251, for a discussion of the Keck and Carrier theory.) Our
calculations, on the other hand, lead to nonequilibrium effects more severe than any
reported for the Keck and Carrier theory. The present results for the sample of 10 000
molecules which was allowed to undergo 200 collisions'from time zero predict a sub-
stantial nonequilibrium population for all energy levels before dissociation (and, hence,
recombination) even become important. For a system of molecules in equilibrium with
the heat bath at T2, internal energies should be distributed according to the Boltzmann
factor exp(-Hgx-,/kT2). Thus, if a collection of molecules at time zero with internal
energies distributed according to the proportionality factor exp(-HB(-,/kT..) is embedded
in a heat bath at Tg, we might expect the system to undergo a relaxation and finally
arrive at a state where internal energies are distributed according to a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution at heat-bath temperature T~. In an equilibrium heat bath at
Tg, this distribution should be maintained indefinitely thereafter,' so long as a signifi-
cant fraction of the molecules has not been lost to dissociation. However, from figures
8 arid 9 it appears that this is not the case. After only 29 collisions, internal energies
pass right through an energy distribution that could reasonably be thought to constitute
a thermbdynamic" equilibrium with the heat bath: At this point, however, the initial
transient (fig. 7) has hardly even begun'to subside. From the computer printout for the
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sample of 10 000 molecules (appendix E), we find that after 200 collisions (where 9950
out of 10 000 molecules remain undissociated) the average internal energy of the undis-
sociated molecules is 0.07658 u = 0. 240 D If this were the average internal energy of
G
an equilibrium sample ((3/2)kT), the corresponding temperature would be 3699 K - more
than twice the heat-bath temperature. However, a closer examination of the energy dis-
tribution after 200 collisions in figure 9 reveals that the sample distribution after
200 collisions also deviates strongly from the required shape for a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, being too heavily populated at low energies and too sparsely populated at
high energies. This nonequilibrium behavior after 29 collisions is rather surprising
and perhaps warrants a more detailed study. The fact must be kept in mind, regarding
this nonequilibrium, that all the probability distributions (appendix F) that were used in
the calculation were determined for conditions where the relative translational energies
of all species were at equilibrium at To. Hence, before a significant fraction of the
sample has dissociated, it is not possible to argue either on the basis of a depletion of
the sample due to dissociation or from the point of view that recombination is being
ignored.
The theory of Nielsen and Bak (ref. 10) treats the diatomic as a harmonic oscillator
composed of two hard spheres embedded in a hard-sphere monatomic gas. The hard-
sphere interaction implies impulsive energy transfer and permits a large transfer of
energy to the vibrational motion. A separation of rotational and vibrational motion is
effected in the process of performing an integration over rotational coordinates of the
molecule, by regarding the molecule as a rigid rotator (ref. 10, p. 669). Nielsen and
Bak also assume equilibrium in the various degrees of freedom before collision. As
they point out (ref. 10, pp. 671-672), the approximation of an impulsive interaction
would be expected to give a more adequate description of energy transfer when internal
motions in the molecule are slow compared to relative translational motion and, hence,
at high heat-bath temperatures. In the present case these conditions are not always ful-
filled, however. Although energy transfer can be regarded as approximately impulsive
(ref. 3, pp. 10-11 and 20), this cannot be construed as a pure vibrational or pure ro-
tational excitation. In addition, circular velocities of rotational motion - especially
near dissociation - are likely to be comparable to relative translational velocities
(table m).
Of the three dissociation theories considered by Warshay, that of Light (ref. 11)
involved assumptions that are the most completely at odds with features of the collision
process found to be important in the present model. Light's theory is an adiabatic
scattering approach to dissociation, which involves an expansion of the Liouville equa-
tion in powers of the reciprocal of the oscillator frequency. The model assumes both
adiabatic collisions with neglect of rotational energy of the oscillator and net energy
transfer only upon dissociation. Hence, this model is not capable of describing relaxa-
tion processes.
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Comparison of Initial Stage in Evolution with Predictions
of Other Theories
I The evolution problem studied herein (figs. 7 to 9) has a bearing on the significance
I of various assumptions in relaxation theories for physical conclusions. For example,
in studying the vibrational and rotational relaxation of a system of rotating oscillators,
Herman and Shuler (ref. 8) assumed a rigid rotator - harmonic oscillator model for a
molecule, without any vibration-rotation interaction. They furthermore assumed that
rotational degrees of freedom- are in equilibrium with the heat bath and, hence, could
be neglected in vibrational relaxation. They concluded that both vibrational and rota-
tional relaxation should occur from an initial Boltzmann distribution to a final Boltzmann
distribution through a sequence of intermediate Boltzmann distributions and that rota-
tion can be considered to relax independently of vibration. (However, in the same paper
(ref. 8, p. 373) the authors note a large discrepancy between theory and experiment for
the dissociation of !„ and Br2-) In an earlier paper of the same series (ref. 22) the
conclusion was also drawn that neglect of anharmonicity in the oscillators should not
lead to serious errors, and in reference 8 it is speculated that the same is probably
true of the neglect of centrifugal stretching and vibration-rotation interaction. Such a
conclusion may be in doubt, however, in view of the fact that "diffusion theory" cal-
culations of Brau, Keck, and Carrier for dissociation (even though not accounting for ;
vibration-rotation effects) indicate that anharmonicity in the oscillator introduces some
nonequilibrium effects at all vibrational energies (ref. 20, p. 1894). In view of the sig-
nificant non-Boltzmann-like relaxation obtained with the present model with vibration-
rotation coupling included, it appears that earlier theoretical predictions of Boltzmann-
like relaxation processes may have followed largely from the nature of the simplifying
assumptions that were built into these theories.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,





A scaled unit of length, 10~ meter
b , impact parameter ,
D dissociation energy for Brg ground state, 0.31916 u
6
 . • • • . • - • • .-. 3
D. potential, constants for Br-Br interaction, ) D. = Do where
1
 . . 1 ]. . . . ' . . . ' .
Dl = 0.31801 u
T>2 = 0.57547X10"3 - iO.88651X10"3 u
D3 = 0.57547X10"3 +iO.88651X10"3 u
E computer symbol for exponent to base 10; example: 0.0040-0.40 E-02
F. function constructed from trajectory calculations that associates a choice1
 • • • • /• i -» 12^ •
of three random numbers with a pair (AHriri, A MTJ/^ I
\ Ij\^t ' D\^/ '
H Hamiltonian (total energy)
H. . relative kinetic energy of Brg-Ar motion
HABC energy of relative motion of particles A, B, and C
internal energy of Br0 ,
- • ' Ct ' ' - - '




V(P-P) peak-to-peak amplitude in HV at constant Hgp due to vibration^-
rotation coupling '
K2 Planck's constant squared divided by 47T2, 0.111197X10"3 u2t2
T. unit vector
J rotational quantum number
o
KD specific rate constant for dissociation, cm /(mole)(sec)
k Boltzmann's constant, 0.138054X10"4 uK"1
M angular momentum about A-B-C center of mass
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|M| (with or without subscripts), angular momentum squared, m A v
Mg£ angular momentum about Br, center of mass
• • ' • • — 2fi
m scaled unit of mass, 10" kg; subscripts indicate masses of particles
N number of atoms per cubic centimeter -
n number of collisions
P relative Brg-Ar momentum
momentum of particle B relative to particle C
set of initial molecule conditions for which a probability distribution for
J was determined
location of particle B relative to particle C; similar definitions for
RAB and RAC
RB(-,(e) | equilibrium internuclear separation for Brg ground state, 2. 28161 A
T temperature, kelvin; used with'or without subscripts
TjurB temperature corresponding to a three-dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann
energy distribution
Tj pre shocked-gas temperature, 300 K in present calculations
T« heat-bath (shocked gas) temperature, 1800 K in present calculations
-14t scaled unit of time, 10 sec
t. kinetic theory mean free time . ...
18
u scaled unit of energy, 10" joule,.
n(1 joule = 10 ergs
, .. = [.6. 241(97)±(12)]xl018, eV
\=.[5.034(80)±(18)]xl022 cm"1
= [1. 4399(8)±(4)]X1020 kcal/mole)
V.. (|Rr>/-. |) interaction potential for Br-Br
2 V AB / 'I atom-molecule interaction potentials .
V
2(l^Acl)J
v scaled unit of velocity, 10 meters/sec
X location of Ar relative to Br2 center of mass
x degree of dissociation
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Z symbol for random number in the interval [0,1] (with or without sub-
scripts)
ZR » in kinetic theory: hard-sphere collision frequency for a Br^ molecule in
2' a heat bath of Ar atoms; in present theory: frequency with which an Ar
atom comes within a distance of the Br2 center of mass equal to the
effective radius of the molecule
a. potential constants in Br-Br interaction, V.
<*! = 1.9756 A"1
r— (a0 = 1.5994 + 16.4990 A'1
i= ^l < 2 o «
' a, = 1.5994 - i6.4990 A xL •*
2
e Lennard-Jones potential constant in Vg, 0.3411x10 u
0 longitude in cylindrical coordinates
9 colatitude in spherical polar coordinates
reduced mass of Br2 molecule, 6.63420 m
reduced mass of Br^-Ar system, 5.30667 m
p radius of sphere of interaction (10 A in present calculations)
a Lennard-Jones potential constant in V2, 3. 867 A
BrgjAr kinetic theory separation of centers for hard spheres on impact, or
sphere of interaction in present collision model
T induction period defined as time after t = 0 where the initial and second
slopes of a rate plot intersect
* instantaneous angular velocity in plane of rotation
q> longitude in spherical polar coordinates
Special symbols:
[ ] concentration, when enclosing a symbol for a chemical element or
molecule





In carrying out the Monte-Carlo calculations, it is necessary to find AHB(~, and
A|MB(.,| for any initial values HB(-,(i)* and |MB£,| (i)* and for any three random
numbers Z? , Z« , and Zt . This problem can be viewed as two two-dimensional in-
terpolation problems as follows. Let the set of 30 initial values of HB^,(i) and
|MBC | (i), for which probability distributions have been developed, be denoted by
For any choice of Z1 , Z2, and Z«, we can use the probability distributions to calculate
for any value of
 J from 1 to 30.
at the arbitrary point, we can interpolate between points p.
(AHBc) and )
Hence, to find
/ . _» . o \
in the IH-.^W, Mr,/-! (i)l plane. Similarly, we can interpolate between the points p.\ r>L/ D\S I ]
to find A|MBC|2 .
Outline of Interpolation Method
The interpolation method consists of the following six steps:
(1) Pick several points from p. that surround the arbitrary point,
|MBC| (i) j, in the (HBQ, |Mjjp| /plane. This process will be referred to as
bracketing. (For further details see next section Discussion of Bracketing Method.)
at each of theand A(2) Using the probability distributions, find
bracketing points for the chosen Z- , Z« , and Z« .
(3) Find a plane, AHBC = aH(HBC) + bR (|MB(,|2)
space that is a good fit at the bracketing points to the corresponding
(For further details see section Discussion of Plane Fitting . )
C , i n ( HH, BC, MB C | , AHgC
found in 2.
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(4) Assume that AH at the arbitrary point lies on the plane found in 3. That is,
let AHr,^, = a^H^,-,) + bu (| M ,^,-. | / + cu-
J5) Find a plane, ^|MBC|2 = aM(HBC) + bM(|MB^|2) + CM, in (HBC, |MBC|2,
AIM-- 12) space that is a good fit at the bracketing points to the corresponding
' BC/' /
A MBC|2 found in 2.
(6) As in 4, let.A|MBC |2* =aM(HB C)+bM( |MB C |2*)+cM .
Discussion of Bracketing Method
/ * i ~- 1 2*\To bracket a given point \HB£, |MBp | j we attempt to find four points,
PLH> PHL> and PHH' from PJ as follows: _ / * -
 2*\(1) PTT has a lower HB(-, and a lower |MB(-,| than (Hg£, |MB^| J.
(2) pLH has a lower HBC and a higher |MBC| than (HBC, |MBC| ).
i ~~ 1 2 / * i ~* 1 2*\(3) pHL has a higher HB<-, and a lower |MB^,| than (HB(-,, |MB(-,| J .
(4) pHH has a higher HBC and a higher |MBC| than (HBC, JMBC | j. , . •
The points p. were chosen to cover that part of the iHgp,. |MB^, | J plane that repre-
sents undissociated molecules. Hence, it is usually possible to bracket a point repre-
senting an undissociated molecule by three or four points from p.. Near dissociation
it is sometimes possible to bracket by only two points.
Discussion of Plane Fitting
If we have found three bracketing points, then there is a unique plane over
VHBC' I^Bcl ) sPace that takes on the values AHg^-, /6r A|MB(-,| j corresponding
to the three points, if there are four bracketing points, then, in general, there will be
no plane that takes on the values of AHB(~, for A JMg,, | J at all four points. In this
case we choose a plane according to the least-squares criteria. That is, we choose that
plane which minimizes the sum of the squares of the four residuals. A residual at a
bracketing point is the difference between the AHB(-, ^Or A|MB(-, | J calculated from
the probability distributions and the AHB(-, or (A|MB<-,| J calculated from the plane
equation. (This ignores any curvature that might be taken into account in some four-
'- "* ; • ' ' .
point interpolation schemes (ref. 23, ch. 25). From an inspection of individual ..F.
(appendix F), we have concluded that bracketing probability distributions usually lead
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to four (AHB£, A |SSg/-j | ) pairs that are similar enough for any curvature to be
ignored.)
If only two bracketing points exist, we do not fit a plane but simply do a one-
dimensional linear interpolation on
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APPENDIX C
SELECTION OF INITIAL CONDITIONS
The general formula for a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is given by
(Cl)dw = [-J— 1 (i exp (l}(™|_r (s+ l )JVkT/ VkT/VkT
where F is a gamma function, and where s = 1/2 corresponds to a three-dimensional
distribution or a two-dimensional flux distribution, while s = 1 corresponds to a three-
dimensional flux distribution (ref . 24) . For calculating probability distributions for
(^^BC' ^I^Bfl ) cnanSes» given Hg-, and |MJW-,| , an atom had to be selected
from a three-dimensional flux distribution corresponding to Tg, since only atoms
moving toward the molecule are of interest (see fig. 1). That is, the range of X, is
0 to °°. Since definite values for Hgx-,(i) and |S5gp| (i) were always specified for such
calculations, the position and velocity vectors for the molecule had only to be randomly
oriented over a sphere before we proceeded with the integration of the equations of mo-
tion. Formulas for choosing appropriate initial conditions are derived in references
2 and 3. Their derivations are not repeated here, but the results are listed for con-
venience .
For the atom, cylindrical coordinates for X are introduced by
X1 = |X|1 2 cos 6
X2= \ X \ l 2 sine
X3 = *3 ' X
(C2)





where ZQ, Z* 2> and zs are random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval
[0,1], and /32 = 1AT«. If initial conditions for many atoms are picked in this way,
initial kinetic energies H. (i) will be distributed according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann flux
distribution at heat-bath temperature T9 (ref. 2. table I; and ref. 3, table I).
i — i2 —Given HRp and |Mj-._,| , the orientation of RB/-I is randomly distributed over a
sphere by introducing spherical polar coordinates
RBC sin Q cos
RBC,2 (C4)
and with |RBC|(i) = choosing tp and 6 by
<p =
9 = cos"1 (1 - 2Z0)
(C5)
where Z and Za are random numbers. For velocity components (with V 1 ( i )=0) ,
•^ (f) \j ^ ^^ rt A.
|RRp | (i) is calculated from — \i-ar I^RC I = ^v an^ a * ^^ *s a^*xe(^ to the result.&
A plane of rotation is selected by choosing
\ 0 \ = (C6)
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where Z is a random number and
* =
2H. ,_ 1/2
is the magnitude of the instantaneous angular velocity in the plane of rotation, and a
± sign is randomly affixed to \ 6 \ . Finally \ < p \ is calculated from
and a ± sign is randomly affixed to the result.
. For determining a dissociation rate, molecules at time zero are selected at ran-
dom from a three-dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at temperature T., and
are. allowed to undergo successive collisions to dissociation under the conditions of the
heat -bath temperature Tg. Initial conditions for the molecule must correspond to a
full three-dimensional distribution, not a three-dimensional flux as with the atom, be-
cause for the molecule the range of all velocity components RT^ - (j = 1, 2, 3) is -°°
- -Dl^, ]
to +*>. Since probability distributions for (^HB(-,, A|MB(-,| ) changes per collision
have already been determined for a random orientation of the molecule, initial conditions
for the purpose of interpolation do not have to be determined as if the equations of motion
were to be integrated. That is, only initial values for HB(-, and |MBC| need be
picked at T- , but no random orientation of position and velocity vectors is needed.
The derivation of initial conditions for RB/-» is very similar to that used for X,
except that the Rg/-< 3 component ranges from -°° to +°°. As with X, the problem










where /31 = 1AT1 and ^  is a normalization factor. From here the derivation for the







where Z.. and Zft are random numbers. (If eqs. (C2) and (CIO) are used at the same
time, different random numbers ZQ should be chosen for each set of formulas.) The
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According to the "direct method" we must pick a pair of values for g by
= (-2 In cos(27rZb)
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gb = (-2 In Za)1/2 sin(2ffZb)
where Z and Z, are random numbers, or in terms of Rgr 3,
sin(277Zb)
Initial values for RB(~, , are selected in successive picks by alternating between
277Zt)) and sin(27rZb).
For present purposes we have taken \R-nr |(i) =
|(i) = (-RBC(i  2 ln 1 where ~^BcRBc must not be Sweater than
0.999 D in order to avoid choosing a starting molecule with an internal energy exceeding
that corresponding to data sets for 0.999 Bnr, „_„. This corresponds to a random num-fi 2 01 D^S , mAii
ber in the range 0 ^ Z.. < e~ ' , which has a negligible chance of ever being chosen
on a random-number generator. Thus, in the rare event that a random number in this
range should be chosen, that choice can be discarded without affecting statistical results.
The square of the angular momentum for the molecule is given by
I MBC I = (RBC , 2PBC , 3 " RBC , 3PBC , ZJ + (RBC , 3PBC , 1 " RBC , 1PBC , 3J
+
 (RBC,lPBC,2-RBC,2PBC,l)2 (C15>
where PT>/-. = ^BCRBC' ^n *"ne Present instance it is only necessary to pick a magnitude
for angular momentum, and not the orientation, so that it is sufficient to take
RBC, 1 = "BC, 2 = °» RBC, 3 = lRBC(e) I ' givinS
I^BC I 'W = (-RBC, 3PBC,
 2)2 + (RBC, 3PBC, l)'
At the temperature ^ = 300 K, kTj^ = 0.013 De, whereas the zero RKR vibra-
tional level for the ground state ofthe Br2 molecule corresponds to 0.010 De (ref. 3,
table II) . This corresponds to classical turning points for the vibrational motion of
| =2. 3347 A and IR^I =2. 2325 A, so that |RBCj - |RBCI
max _^ min__ max min
0.1022 A. Thus, setting |RBC|(i) = |RBC(e) | = 2.2816 A at Tt = 300 K (instead of
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choosing Rgr from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for V.) results in, at most, an
error of one part in 44 for the extreme case of an internuclear separation corresponding
to one of the classical turning points instead of to |RBC(e) |. Trial runs choosing be-
tween 1000 and 10 000 molecules at T. of 300 and 1800 K from the preceding formu-
las yielded initial energies that were distributed very close to the required Maxwell-
Boltzmann distributions over that temperature range. This shows that for the purpose
of choosing initial conditions, the approximation |Rg/-. |(i) - I^Rr(e) I is adequate not




Probability distributions for the molecule undergoing a change. (AHB(-,, A|M _| J
per. collision with an argon atom randomly selected from the heat bath are presented and
updated in this appendix (tables VI and YE) in thefprm discussed in references 2 and 3.
A family of such distributions is illustrated schematically in figure 14. (See also
fig. 13). Each distribution curve depends on all the initial conditions
f (AHBC) = f (AHBC ; HBC(i) , I MBC 1 2(i) , T2)
= f (A|MBC|2; HBC(i), |MBC|2(i),
so that each set of initial conditions (HB(-,(i), |MB£ | (i), T,,J determines a specific dis
tribution for AHBp, and a specific distribution for A | MB(-, | . For an initial angular
momentum |MBp,| (i) - 0, the distributions f f A J M g p , ) J would consist of only a
"gains" branch. A statistical equilibrium for AHBp or A|MB(-,| would result if
"gains" and "losses" branches for the corresponding distributions were symmetric,
whereas a relaxation would occur. if either a "gains" or a "losses" branch were pre-
dominant. The form of tabulation used in this appendix is convenient for displaying the
overall relation between gains and losses branches of a given distribution but does not
show the correlation between AH and A|MB(-,| changes that is needed for an
actual rate calculation. Such correlation is incorporated into the functions F. that are
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Figure 14. - Schematic drawing of a family of probability distributions,
fj, (3, '3 for internal energy changes AHB(- or angular
momentum changes A|MRr| per collision.
55
APPENDIX E
TABULATIONS FOR RELAXATION OF A SAMPLE OF 10 000 MOLECULES WITH
PRESHOCKED-GAS TEMPERATURE OF 300 K IN A HEAT BATH OF ARGON
ATOMS AT HEAT-BATH TEMPERATURE OF 1800 K: ANGULAR
MOMENTUM INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED
Three kinds of tabulations are included in this appendix. The first gives the num-
ber of molecules left undissociated after n collisions, the total system energy and
angular momentum squared after n collisions (which includes both dissociated and un-
dissociated molecules), and finally the average energy and angular momentum squared
for the undissociated portion of the sample only. The second type of tabulation gives
distributions after n collisions, and the third gives a similar distribution for
|M__, | for the case where this was included. Tabulations are given first for the case
with angular momentum included, and then for the special case with |MBC | = 0.
56











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL AVERAGE AVERAGE
NUMBER MOLECULES ENERGY ANGULAR ENERGY OF ANGULAR
OF LEFT OF MOMENTUM UNOISSDC1ATEO MOMENTUM
COLLISIONS UNOISSOCIATED SYSTEM SQUARED MOLECULES SQUARED
***** ***** *************** *********(****** *************** ***************
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ANGULAR MOMENTUM 01STRIBUT IONS
NUP8BR NIHBER OF UNOISSOCI ATED MOLECULES WITH ANG'ILAR
OF.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































MOMENTUM SQUARED GREATER THAN -































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANGULAR MOMENTUM 01STRIBUT IONS
NUfBER NUMBER OF UNO ISSOCIATEO MOLECULES WITH ANGULAR MOMENTUM SQUARED GREATER THAN -
OF
COLLISIONS .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 -6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
***** «t««* ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** *****
200 9950 9528 9201 8856 8524 8191 7869 750* 717'. 6855 6524 5087 3973 3087 2407
76
ANGULAR MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS
NUfCeR NUMBER OF UNOISSOCIATED MOLECULES
OF



















































































































































































































































































































































































































MOMENTUM SQUARED GREATER THAN -



































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER1 NUMBER OF UNDISSOCIATEO MOLECULES
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MOMENTUM SQUARED GREATER THAN -



































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER NUMBER OF UNOI SSOC I ATED MOLECULES
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MOMENTUM SQUARED GREATER THAN -
























































































































































































































































































































































































































NLHBER OF UNDI SSOC I ATED MOLECULES
3.5

































































































































































































































































ANGULAR MOMENTUM 01 STRI8UT IONS














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER NUMBER OF UNO ISSOCI ATED MOLECULES WITH ANGULAR MOMENTUM SQUARED GREATER THAN -
OF
COLLISIONS 3,5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0









































































































































































































































































































































































HUHBCR Or UN8ISSOCI4ICO KOLCCvn.CS WITH CNCRCICS CRftTCR THIN •
or



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HUKBCR Or uNDISSOCItTCD HOLCCULCS MITH CNCRCICS (RC1UR THIN •
or
C O L L I S I O N S .00 .01 .0
500 62 62 6<
StO SI SI 51
S20 47 47 4
$50 41 41 4
$40 3C 36 31
$50 29 29 2
$60 26 26 21
$7t 23 23 2
$10 22 22 it
$90 21 21 2
600 11 U U
610 14 14 U
(20 13 13 1
(30 12 12 '-
(40 11 11 1
(SO 10 10 1



































































































C .07 .01 .0
! 62 62 6
1 51 51 5
» 47 47 4
41 41 4
5 36 36 *
> 29 29 2
> 26 26 21
J 23 23 2
I 22 22 2,
21 21 2
1 II II t|
1 14 14 1
5 13 IS i
! 12 12 i<
it it i
1 10 10 1
1 10 10 1
> 9 9
» 9 9
i 6 ( (
i 6 6
( 5 5 <
1 3 S '






























































































































































HvmBCR or UHDISSOCUTCD NOLCCULCS HITK CNCRCICS CRCiUH TM« -
or






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































nvmen NUKBCR or OHOISSOCUTCD KOLCCULCS UITN CNCRCICS cncuc* TH*H -
Of
COLLISIONS .17 .11 .t» .20 .21 .22 .23 .24 .29 .2C .27 .29 .2» .30 -J> .«
SOi CO 60 59 59 SI 51 4| 47 4] 17 54 £3 17 «
Sit SC S4 S2 52 SO 41 4( 42 41 35 31 25 *• 14
S20 4S 4S 4S 41 38 17 1C II II 21 22 21 l» 12
S50 31 SB 31 SI 14 13 31 30 2» 23 21 '» <5
S4| 33 33 32 31 31 21 25 24 21 21 11 1C 13
550 27 27 26 26 2S 21 20 17 14 13 11
SCO 23 23 23 22 22 20 1C IS 10
578 22 22 2t 2l H 11 17 14 1|
580 20 it <t <t 17 14 II 12 10
StO 20 It tt 11 11 17 1C 14 It
(01 17 17 17 1C IS U It It
(It 12 12 12 n H 10
(20 11 H 11 It " 10


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SET 3 HBC = (0.1000IOE , MBC2 s
Z H























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SET 7 HBC « I0.5000)OE , MBC2 = 0. ,
* OELHBC ZHK OELMBC2
* RANGE RANGE
* ***** ****** *****
-E-01 0.0169 0 '
-E-01 0.0339 + E-02
-E-01 0.11S6 tE-01
-E-01 0.5593 +E 00
-E-01 1.0000 + E*01
-E-02 0.0159 0
-E-02 O.C556 + £-02
-E-02 0.3016 +E-01




-E-03 0.7978 + E-O1
-E-03 0.9775 +E 00
-E-03 1.0000 +E*01
'0 0.9275 0
0 0.9925 + E-02
0 0.9974 +E-01

























































































































































































































































SET 8 HBC = (0.5000IOE , MBC2 =i 0.01 ,
* DELHBC ZH« DELMBC2
* RANGE RANGE
* ***** ****** *****
-E-01 O.C233 tE-02
-E-01 0.0930 tE-01




























tE-02 0.9276 tE 00
tE-02 1.0000 tEtOl
tE-01 0.0179 tE-01




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SET 14 HBC = (0.5000IDE ,' N8C2














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SET 18 HBC = (0.9000IOE , HBC2
DELH8C « DELHBC ZHM
* RANGE « . .
******* » ***** ' ******
-0.2000 . -E 00 0.5000
-0.1000 -E 00 1.0000
-0.0800 ' -E-01 0.5091
-0.0700 -E-01 0.5455
-0.0600 -E-01 0.5546
-0.0500 . -E-01 0.6091
-0.0400 -E-01 0.7636





-O.OC70 ' -E-02 0.8318
-0.0060 ' -E-02 0.9393
-0.0050 -E-02 1.0000
-0.0040 -E-03 0.1883




-0.0008 '. -E-03 0.9156
-0.0007 -E-03 0.9870
-0.0006 -E-03 1.0000
-0.0005 - 0 0.0006
-0.0004 0 0.0044




0. .'. 0 0.9987
o.oooi , o i.oobo
0'.OC02 *E-03 O.C8R5






0.0009 ' »E-02 0;'l471
0.0010 +E-02 0.1618
0.0020 +E-02 0.1667
0.0030 . .'*E-02 0.1716
0.0040 " +E-02 0.2304
0.0050 . +E-02 0.7304
0.0060 : : +E-02 -,1.0000
0.0070 '+E-01 0.0611
0.0080 i +E.-01 0.0722
O.OC90 ,. ". »E~-01 0.0778
o.pioo •. VE-OI 6.1167
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